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Abst ract - -The  algebraic Riccati equation of singularly perturbed Hoo linear-quadratic optimal 
control problems is decoupled into two completely independent, reduced-order, pure-slow, and pure- 
fast Hoo algebraic Riccati equations. Even though the algebraic Riccati equations obtained are non- 
symmetric, they are efficiently solved in terms of Lyapunov iterations by using the Newton method. 
The presented algorithm can be used for Hco parallel filtering and regulation of systems displaying 
two-time scale dynamics. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Hc¢  algebraic Riccati equation, Singular perturbations, Hoo optimization and filter- 
ing, Parallel algorithms. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Singularly perturbed Hoo linear-quadratic optimal control and filtering problems have been stud- 
ied in the past by several researchers [1-9]. Related problems for singularly perturbed differential 
games and disturbance attenuation have been considered in [10-13]. 
In this paper, we study the algebraic Riccati equation of singularly perturbed Hoo linear- 
quadratic control problems by generalizing the results of [14,15], and derive an efficient reduced- 
order algorithm that removes ill-conditioning of the original problem. Another approach to 
decomposition of the algebraic Riccati equation for the same class of systems, based on a trans- 
formation derived in [16], was studied in [8,9]. However, the problem of deriving an algorithm 
for solving the corresponding algebraic Riccati equation is not addressed in [8,9]. 
It is well known [17,18] that the singularly perturbed algebraic Riccati equation is ill-condi- 
tioned. In this paper, we show how to exactly decouple the algebraic Riccati equation of Hoo 
optimal control of singularly perturbed systems in terms of pure-slow and pure-fast, reduced- 
order, well-conditioned, Hoo algebraic Riccati equations. We also establish conditions that allow 
such a decomposition, and formulate the corresponding algorithm. Even though the obtained 
reduced-order Hoo algebraic Riccati equations are nonsymmetric, they are efficiently solved in 
terms of Lyapunov iterations by using the Newton method. The iterative algorithm of [19], also 
given in terms of Lyapunov iterations, is used to obtain numerical solutions of the corresponding 
reduced-order, slow and fast, symmetric, Hoo algebraic Riccati equations, which contain an in- 
definite matrix in quadratic terms, and whose solutions produce excellent initial guesses for the 
Newton method. 
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A numerical example is included in order to demonstrate he efficiency of the proposed algo- 
rithm that can be implemented independently in slow and fast time scales. The results obtained 
in this paper can allow exact and complete time-scale decomposition f H~ optimal control and 
filtering tasks of singularly perturbed systems, and reduced-order parallel processing of all off-line 
and on-line computational requirements. 
2. S INGULARLY  PERTURBED L INEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
The linear singularly perturbed control system is given by 
where xl(t)  E ~nl,x2(t) E !~ n2 are, respectively, system slow and fast state space variables, 
u(t) E ~m is a control input, w(t) E ~P is a system disturbance, and e is a small positive singular 
perturbation parameter. The performance criterion to be minimized is given by 
oo 
1 / uT J = ~ [x T (t) Qx (t) + (t) Ru (t)] dr, Q _> 0, R > 0. (2) 
0 
The Hoo optimal control problem associated with (1) and (2) has a solution given in terms of 
solution of the following algebraic Riccati equation [20-22]: 
A~'P+PA+Q - e S -~ e=o,  (3) 
where 
*"= 
S, = BIR-'BT1, $2 = BIR-1B2 r, $3 = B2R-1B T, 
Z, = D,D [, Z2 = D1D T, Z3 = D2D•, 
(4) 
and 7 is a real positive parameter that represents an optimal disturbance attenuation level in the 
sense  
~<t) ~<o IIw (t)ll = ~" (5) 
The optimal controller that guarantees the ~/level of optimality is given by 
Uopt (t) = -R - l  [ B' ] B2Px (t). (6) 
The algebraic Riccati equation (3) with an indefinite coefficient matrix in the quadratic term 
appears also in zero-sum differential games [23], stabilization of uncertain systems [24,25], dis- 
turbance attenuation problems [26], and decentralized stabilization [27]. 
3. ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE S INGULARLY  
PERTURBED Hco ALGEBRAIC  R ICCAT I  EQUATION 
The Hamiltonian form corresponding to the Hoo algebraic Riccati equation (3) will be used in 
further analysis. This form is given by 
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with 
p (t) = Px (t). (8) 
Our goal is to find the solution of (3) in terms of solutions of the reduced-order, pure-slow and 
pure-fast, Hoo algebraic Riccati equations by following the methodology of [14]. In addition, we 
establish conditions for such a decomposition, and formulate the corresponding algorithm. 
By partitioning the costate vector p(t) as p(t) = [pl(t) ep2(t) ) with pi(t) E ~nl, p2(t) E ~n~ 
and interchanging the second and third rows in (7), we get 
[ ] rx,<,>1 p l ( t ) |=  2"1 2"2 /p,(t)/ 
(t) / 1T 3 1T 4 ' /x2(t)/ 
p2 (t)J L~ (0J 
(9) 
where 
-Q,  -A i  r J -Q2 -A~ (10) 
T3 -e~ -A~ J -Q3 -A4 
It is important to notice that (9) retains the singularly perturbed form. In the following, in 
order to be able to apply the Chang transformation [28] to (9), we will need nonsingularity of
the fast subsystem atrix T4. It is established in [8,9] that the matrix T4 is nonsingular under 
the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The triple (A4,B2, V~/s  controllable-observable. 
Applying the Chang transformation [28] to (9), we get in the new coordinates two independent 
pure-slow and pure-fast subsystems 
(t) = (T1 - T2L),7 (t), 
e~ (t) = (T4 + eLT2) ~ (t), 
(11) 
(12) 
where the matrix L is obtained from the Chang transformation equations 
T4L - Ts - eL (T1 - T2L) = O, 
-H  (T4 + eLT2) + T2 + e (T, - T2L) H = O. 
(13) 
(14) 
Note that one can also apply to (9) a new version of the Chang transformation [29] that 
produces complete independence between the L and H equations. However, in that case, the 
H equation is a weakly nonlinear one. The unique solutions of equations (13),(14) exist for suffi- 
ciently small values of e under the assumption that the matrix T4 is nonsingular (by the Implicit 
Function Theorem). The relationship between the new and old state variables is determined by 
the Chang transformation as 
[7(t)1 [s - J-.u_., (0] = S 
r==,(<)l -$"] t,',(,)/ ,,,(,)/ 
Ix2 ( t ) /=  T (0 / "  
I. l~ (t) .I (t) ..I 
(15) 
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The coupled algebraic equations (13),(14) can be solved efficiently for e sufficiently small by 
using either the Newton method or fixed-point iterations [30,31]. For example, the Newton 
method applied to (13) leads to Sylvester iterations 
D~i)L (i+l) +L(i+l)D(i)=D(3i), L(°)=T~IT3+O(e), i = 0,1,2, . . . ,  
D~ i) = T4 + eL (0, D2 (`) = -e (T1 - T2L(i)), D(3 i) = T3 + eL(i)T2L (i). 
(16) 
Having obtained the solution for L, equation (14) can be solved either directly as the Sylvester 
equation or iteratively like a system of linear equations as 
H (i+l) = [Ti + e(T1 -- TiL)H (i)] (T4 + eLT2) -1 • (17) 
The relationship between the original and new coordinates i given by 
[<> r=i(,) 
¢1(0| (0/ |pl(0 ~(t) / =s2 T --.STT 
<:,,:,,)j <'>i IX2(,) 
(t) J Lep2(t) 
{I.,, 1-,2] r.,<,, 
- -r ILp(t ) = H3 n4 Lp(O 
= ETTE1 r:(t)l 
Lp(0J (18) 
where permutation matrices have the forms 
E l  = 
0 I,.,, 0 I m 0 
I,',2 0 , E2= I,.,2 0 0 
0 0 l l n ,  0 0 I,.,, 
e 
(19) 
Since p(t) = P=(t), where P satisfies the Hoo algebraic Riccati equation (3), it follows from (18) 
that 
[~1 (')1 [~22 ('~) 1 ¢, t  J = (H1 -t- H2P) Z (t), t) J -- (1"I3 + H4P) z (t). (20) 
In the new coordinates, the state and costate quations are related by 
[,1~ (01 [ ~, (t) 1 
~'2(t) J = [P0 ° ~]  [¢l(t) J"  (21) 
Hence, 
F p. 0 1 
L | O° P! J l = (l'Is + I'I4P)(H1 + H2P) - I  • (22) 
Also, we can find P in terms of Po and P! as 
0 0 --1 
(23) 
where 
[~'~I ~'~2] = E I IT - IE2  = H-I. (24) 
~= ns fh 
It can be shown that the inversions defined in (22) and (23) exist for sufficiently small values of 
the singular perturbation parameter e since the corresponding matrices are equal to I + O(e), 
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By partitioning system matrices in (11) and (12) as 
~( t ) J  = a3 a4 [~( t )  = (T1-T2L) Lr/2(t) ' (25) 
[,,, <?o, l~2 (0 J = b3 ¢2 (t) J ¢2 (t) J' 
and using (21), we get two reduced-order nonsymmetric, pure-slow and pure-fast, Hoo algebraic 
Riccati equations, respectively, given by 
0 = Psal - a4Pa - a3 -1- PsaiPs, (27) 
0 = P/b1 - b4P! - b3 + PIb2PI. 
These reduced-order algebraic nonsymmetric Pdccati equations can be solved by using the eigen- 
vector method [32] in terms of eigenvectors spa~nning the stable subspace. Another approach for 
solving equations (27), which is more in the spirit of theory of singular perturbations, is given 
below. 
It is interesting to point out that Hoo algebraic Riccati equations (27) are nonsymmetric, but 
their O(e) perturbations are symmetric. Namely, by closely examining the coefficients in (26), 
the pure-fast Hoo algebraic Pdccati equation is represented by 
P, A4 + AT pI-t-Q3- PI (S3 -  ~2Z3) PI + O(~) =O. (28) 
This follows from the fact that 
(s3-1~ (s2-1~ -~L,A~ [bl ~] = A4+e(L1A2-L, Qi) - t~Z3] -eL l l  ,,f,Zi] , (29) 
_ _ 1 Z  _ b3 -,~, +,,(L3.A2- L.,q2) -.A,-" eL,, (,.,<'<, ~ 2) ,,L,,.AT 
where 
It can be observed from (23) that 
0] 
P = 0 + o(~). (31) 
It is known from [2] that the nature of the solution matrix of (3) is 
[ P l+O(~)  ~(P l ,+O(~))]  P I=P T, P2=P T, (32) 
P= ~(P~+O(e) )  ~(/>2+O(~)) '
where P1 satisfies the symmetric slow Hoo algebraic Riccati equation. It follows from [2[, (31), 
and (32) that -, 
P,A, + A, P, + Q, - P, S, - Z, P, + O (~) = 0. (33) 
From (28) and (33). one can obtain O(e) approximations for P, and PI equations by solving the 
following Hoo algebraic Riccati equations: 
f S. - 1 '~ p(o) __ O, (34) p(0)A, + A TP(°) + Q. _ p(0) ~, 72Z. ] 
~," ..,-,><o>,, v<o,> t f ~s~ - 1/~ v~o> p(0)A4 -t- -I- Q3 - = O. (35) 
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The unique positive semidefinite stabilizing solution of (35) exmts under Assumption 1 [19]. The 
unique positive semidefinite stabilizing solution of (34) exists under the following assumption [19]. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The triple (As, Bs, v~,  ) is stabilizabIe-detectab]e. 
Matrices As, Bs, Qs can be derived either by using the methodology of [2,3] or even in a simpler 
manner from the results of [33] as 
= T1 - T2T41T3.  (36) 
An important feature of equations (34),(35), which distinguishes these equations from the 
standard algebraic Riccati equation of the linear-quadratic optimal control problem is that the 
quadratic terms in (34),(35) have indefinite coefficient matrices. The algorithm of [19], given in 
terms of Lyapunov iterations, converges globally to the positive semidefinite stabilizing solution 
of (34),(35) under Assumptions 1 and 2. It has been demonstrated in [34] that the Lyapunov 
iterations are efficient numerical tools for solving many nonlinear algebraic equations arising in 
optimal control and filtering problems. Using the algorithm of [19], equation (35) is solved by 
performing the following Lyapunov iterations: 
n(0)(')o ~(0)¢') 1 D(0)C~)~ D(0)¢~>~ 
=-  q3+r  s o3 / ), (37) 
with the initial condition obtained from the standard algebraic Riccati equation 
P °)(°) A4 ± ATD(0)(°) r,(0) (°) o D(0) (°) -r ~4 " l  "t- Q3 -- r! o3~f ---~ 0. (38) 
Th~s choice of the initial condition ~s an interesting feature of the algorithm of [19], and it i~ 
important for the efficiency of the overall algorithm for solving the singularly perturbed Hoo 
algebraic Pdccati equation. Having obtained an appro~dmate solution p(0) _- p /+ O(e), we can 
implement the Newton method for solving the pure-fast algebraic Riccati equation given in (27) 
since a good initial guess ~s available. The Newton method leads to the following Lyapunov-like 
(Sylvester) iterations: 
• " - D( i )L  D(~)  
(39) 
and converges in only a few iterations. 
Similarly, the algorithm of [19] is applied for solving (34) as 
fqo  + p(0)¢,~ S p(0)<,~ _ 1p(0)c~ Z p(0)<~)~ I 
s s S - -~2 S S S ) ' (40) 
with the initial condition obtained from the standard slow algebraic Pdccati equation 
P.(°)¢°>A -J- ATp  (°)c°) + ~, - P(°)¢°)S P (°)¢°) = O. 
8 8~ @ @ @ 8 8 (41) 
Having obtained an approximate solution p(O) = Pa+O(e), we can implement the Newton method 
for solving the corresponding pure-slow algebraic Riccati equation defined in (27), since a good 
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initial guess is available. The Newton methods leads to the following Lyapunov-like (Sylvester) 
iterations: 
p(i+l) (al + a2P (i) - (a4 -  P(°)a2)p( i+l)= as + P(Oa2P(O, (42) 
which converge quadratically to the required solution. 
From the presentation i  this section, we conclude that under Assumptions I and 2, the positive 
semidefinite stabilizing solution of the singularly perturbed Hoo algebraic equation can be found 
(assuming that such a solution exits) by using the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM: 
Step 1: Form matrices T~,i = 1,2,3,4, and solve equations (13) and (14) for L and H. 
Step 2: Calculate the coefficients f~, a~, b~, i = I, 2, 3, 4, from (24)-(26). 
Step 3: Solve the standard slow and fast algebraic Riccati equations (38) and (41) to get 
initial conditions --P~ °)(°) and 
e(0)(o) 
Step 4: Use the initial guesses obtained in Step 3 for Lyapunov iterations (37) and (40) to 
find e/(°) and p(0). 
Step 5: Run Lyapunov iterations (39) and (42) with the initial guesses obtained in Step 4 
to get the solutions for pure-fast and pure-slow Hoo algebraic Riccati equation, P8 
and PI, respectively. 
Step 6: Use the solutions P, and PI obtained in Step 4 in formula (23) in order to calculate 
the required solution P of equation (3). 
Note that in Steps 1 and 2, we calculate the coefficient matrices needed for Steps 3-6. All 
calculations in Steps 3-6 can be done independently and in parallel for slow and fast subsystems. 
In the next section, we solve an example in order to demonstrate the presented algorithm. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Consider a model of longitudinal motion of an F-8 aircraft whose system and penalty needed 
for Hoo optimization are given by [5], 
A = 
-00015 -0.0519 -0.0226 0 
0 0 1 
/ -0.1178 0 -0.84 1 
1 






liil 0 0 0.921022-0.161179 
ql  = , q2 = 1 1 ' Q = [ qT  ql  qT q2 " 
0 1 
Z = diag {0, 0, 0, 1}, R = 1, ~ = 0.0336, 7 = 1. 
The algorithm of [19] is used to find the global positive semidefinite stabilizing solution of (3). 
The global solution is given by 
p m Pglobal m 
14.9230 -1.3819 0.3224 -0.0867" 
-1.3819 1.9354 -0.1358 0.1258 
0.3224 -0.1358 0.7690 0.0383 
-0.0867 0.1258 0.0383 0.1706 
The solutions of the pure-fast and pure-slow algebraic Riccati equations (27) obtained from (39) 
and (42), respectively, with the initial guesses obtained from (34),(35) are 
115.0150 -1.5667] I20.8626 3.20121 
Pa = [-1.3997 1.9817 J '  P ! - -  1.3227 4.9225J" 
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The corresponding L and H matrices from (13) and (14) are given by 
L = 
H __ 
0.0465 0.3256 -0.0132 0.1407 
-0 .0469 0.1129 -0.0036 0.0951 
1.6543 -20.4707 0.5873 20.2251 
-0.1191 -0 .3510 0.0230 -0 .5469 
0.4141 0.0187 0.0100 0.0024 
15.3360 -0.4148 -0 .1067 -0 .0727 
-1 .2880 0.0920 0.0351 -0 .0525 
15.5234 0.2660 0.2469 0.0856 
Note that  L and H matr ices are obtained by solving l inear algebraic equations. 
Using formula (23), the solution obtained for P is identical to Pslobal. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for solving the Hoo algebraic Riccati equation 
and establ ish condit ions (assumptions) under which the algor i thm is appl icable. The algor i thm is 
based on the exact slow-fast decomposit ion of the corresponding l inear-quadrat ic opt imal  control 
problem. The results of this paper  with certain modif ications can be extended to the dual  problem 
of Hoo Ka lman filtering. This extension will allow independent processing of information in slow 
and fast t ime scales. 
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